COMMERCIAL
Commercial projects come in all shapes and sizes. Each warehouse, data center, manufacturing facility, workplace and
distribution center is unique. And all these projects demand focused attention. Dialectic mechanical, electrical and
plumbing (MEP) designs meet these needs and reflect the personality of each business.

WORKPLACE
Workspaces tell a story. They reflect the company’s brand and culture. But
they’re also designed to recruit and retain talent.
Unique architectural features can help workers connect. Environments
with collaborative areas, kitchens, game rooms, pet areas and gyms not
only feel personal – they enhance productivity, too. Dialectic creates
flexible and sustainable spaces that are welcoming but also support
changing technology. We understand the role of on-site data centers,
connectivity and systems for today’s businesses.

DATA CENTERS
Data centers are the engines that power so many organizations.
They’re mission critical for consumers, healthcare facilities, educational
institutions, businesses, utilities and governments.
At Dialectic, we have expertise creating data centers that are reliable,
flexible and secure. Our MEP designs focus on inventive and sustainable

solutions. Power consumption, electrical capacity, cooling systems,
lighting layout and design, back-up power, fire protection and security
are critical. We understand how all these elements must work together,
and we know how to make it happen.

DISTRIBUTION CENTERS
Distribution centers are a key part of customer service. What good is an
amazing product if you can’t get it out the door?
Dialectic creates efficient, scalable and employee-friendly distribution
centers. Our MEP designs consider power availability for systems and
amenities while controlling energy costs. We design to minimize energy
costs, maintenance and water use. And our sustainable designs create
green facilities that can be a point of pride. Whether it’s one location or
11, 35,000 square feet or 350,000, Dialectic has the expertise to create
MEP designs for any requirements.
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DISTRIBUTION CENTERS

ADP

Air Force Credit Union

Amazon

Chevron

Dubuque Bank & Trust

Kohl’s
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EOS
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Jack Henry

General Atomics

Perot Systems

IntelliCenters

Royal Caribbean Cruise Lines

Perot Systems

Sprint

Royal Caribbean Cruise Lines
Sprint
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